[The karyotypic variability of Chinese hamster CHLV-79 RJK cells characterized by multiple drug resistance resulting from the amplification of the mdr gene family].
Variability in karyotype structure of Chinese hamster lung V-79 RJK cells and of their six cell sublines, selected for increasing concentrations of ethidium bromide (EB), was investigated in addition to the number of mdr gene copies in cells, both EB sensitive and resistant. It is shown that EB resistant cells exhibit cross-resistance to different drugs resulting from mdr genes amplification. Southern DNA blot hybridization has shown that in Vebr-2 cells (the 1st step of selection) the number of mdr gene copies increased by 10 times, whereas in Vebr-30 cells (the 6th step of selection) the number of mdr gene copies remained the same as in Vebr-2 cells. The level of mdr genes expression in Vebr-30 cells being higher than in Vebr-2 cells. In Vebr-2 cells, homogeneously and differentially stained regions (HSRs) were detected in loci 1p31 and 1q26 of chromosome 1 material (markers Z1 and Z6, respectively). On the following selection steps (prolonged cultivation or increased drug concentration) additional HSRs appeared in chromosome 2 (locus 2qter), in derivatives of chromosome 5 (marker Z7, locus Z7pter) and chromosome X (marker Z2, locus Z2qter). In the course of prolonged cultivation, chromosome 2 and derivatives of chromosomes 1, 2, 5 and X, in which HSRs were found, participated in the formation of new markers resulting from deletions, inversions, insertions and translocations of the chromosomal material. It is supposed that mdr genes amplification in V-79 RJK cells resistant to EB may be regarded as a factor inducing subsequent genome destabilization and eventual progressive changes in the karyotype structure.